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LAPSody 2011 is a conference and festival that explores and questions ideas about perception, 

embodiment, transformation and encounters. Peculiar angles pertaining to cycles of popularity 

(acceptance and norms) in performance, academia, everyday life, and art are considered from various 

positions. The aim of LAPSody is to form and sustain professional networks, which address sustainability 

of Live Art practice in the globalised world today. 

WORKSHOPS 

Tuesday, 7th of June  

Workshop I   at 10 am to 3 pm, space  522 

TRANSFORMATION OF NARRATIVES; FEAR NANO POLITICS by Nathalie Bikoro 
 

An exploration into historical narratives, adaptation, body movement and voice. the workshop explores the 

cross over away from representation into the blur and the clarity of the frame in performance live art. 

Using therapeutic body techniques, movement, dance and film, participants can engage and share their 

stories for a wider scope into their creative practice and everyday life. From stories of Gabon and of the 

African continent, through literature and body exercises the mind will travel to find the extraordinary in 

the ordinary and for artists to find their own narratives through body in their works. 

Workshop II at 10am to 5 pm, Studio 4 

MayDay  

Practical Workshop on Performance Art by VestAndPage 

MayDay is a series of workshops, which are investigations of the Human Body throughout its own reading:  

- The Human Body and its very own ways of expression 

- Real Body and its interactions with the others and within a given reality 

- The Human Body and its interactions with the others and within a given reality 

- The Human Body interacting with auxiliary tools/media (object/space/video/sound) 

MayDay workshops aim to transform one self’s ideas, thoughts, feelings, and emotions into a performative 

art work throughout different exercises. The theoretical introduction into Performance Art combined with 

the practical training offer a key to understand how a performance artist can approach through a process 

of making (poiesis) a performative piece. During the exercises in different conditions the participants are 

being provided with tools, not just material objects, and conceive, create and realize a performance, using 

mainly the own body as a tool. The exercises are aimed to touch and develop our most human inner 

sensors in order to activate memories, and to open our perception to transform pure ideas into a concrete, 

primarily real artistic expression. 



Further, the goal is to get distance from the mere being theatrically virtuous by establishing, valuating and 

energizing the personal action an se per se. Participants will be guided to get closer to their own 

individuality, then relating the individual with its surrounding, into contests determined by social 

environments, to finally return to an enriched individual state of being. The workshop result is the 

presentation of each participant’s performance. 

Actions and exercises are innovative but inspired by Social Theatre – Grotowski – Stanislavsky – Leclerc – 

Sufism – Butoh – Jodorowski – Strasberg – Oida and others: Spheres and Limits – Breath – Archetypes – 

Rituality – Memory activation – Body and Space – Dynamic Breathing 

Participants are required to bring: 1 object they feel related to, 1 cover/blanket sheet, 1 cushion 

Max. 15 participants 

Wednesday, 8t of June  

Workshop III at 3.30 – 4.30 pm, space 535 

AESTHETICS OF RESISTANCE by Sylvain Breton 

A presentation of my work will explain the main concept behind my performance art practice, essentially a 

body-off performance series as an equivalent of the artist body in performance art. 

Workshop IV at 4.30 -5.30 pm, Studio 4 

HOW “THE OTHER” COMMUNICATES IN THE SPACE OF “AN-OTHER” by Suvadeep Das  

I will concentrate, in my performance, on the form of workshop. I am going to include elements like 

acoustic codes, voices, sounds and gestures. I will invite the audience to take part in a non-verbal form of 

communication with the help of acoustic and pictographic devices that has relation to old form of 

communication before electronic technology came into being. The whole process will be presented as an 

experiment to find out whether this form of communication is relevant in this age of mobile and Internet. 

This presentation is related to my upcoming thesis work - 'The Other' in the space of 'An-Other.'  

 

Thursday, 9th of June  

Workshop V at 2 to 5 pm, space 534  

WAY OF THE DRAGON – prologue to decentralising brain by Tashi Iwaoka 

 

Workshop VI at at 2 to 6 pm, space 523 

BODY/ BODIES AND SPACE by Beatrice Didier 

 

The workshop will have no final goal. It's just a proposition, via different practical exercices, of taking 

time about the (re)discovery of the body. Taking time to explore  the relation between different parts of 

the body, the relation between the body and the space ( and the material of the space ), and the relation 

which can exist between different bodies in the same space. 

“How to be tuned in my body, to the space where I stay or move, to other bodies who live in the same 

space? “ 

Participants are required to bring confortable clothes and if it's possible a blanket or a carpet 

 



Friday, 10th of June  

Workshop VII at 5 to 6.30 pm, space 534  

PRESENCING, RESISTING: BEING GOOD AND NOT SO GOOD by Mark Harvey 

 

Two questions will be explored as provocations in this workshop: How can one play with promises to be 

good (or acceptable) in front of spectators? And, How can one play with promises to resist correct 

behaviour through an embodied engagement with materiality? Through embodied exercises in ‘being 

looked at’ and ‘looking at’ spectators and other performers, promises of performing acceptably and not will 

be explored. Objects and bodies as objects will also be investigated as a vehicle to test out notions of 

correctness in the ‘everyday.’ Towards these goals this workshop will explore stillness, repetition, 

endurance and duration as methods in calling up openings for conceptual reflection, and other 

performative embodied response.  

 

It might be serious, it might not be serious. It might be both and neither. 

 

The LAPSody conference (the presentations and workshops) are open to all interested.  If you wish to 

participate in the conference, please register yourself and tell which workshop(s) you wish to take part by 

sending an e-mail to: anna.nybondas@teak.fi 

 

For more information and full programme, please contact:  

johanna.autio@teak.fi, maria.kaihovirta@teak.fi / www.teak.fi/performances 

 

 

 

Information subject to change 
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